A new perturbational approach to spectral and thermal properties of strongly correlated electron systems is presented: The Anderson model is reexamined for U ! 1 , and it is shown that an expansion of Green's functions with respect to the hybridization V built on Feynman diagrams obeying standard rules is possible. The local correlations of the unperturbed system (the atomic limit) are included exactly through a two-particle vertex. No auxiliary particles are introduced into the theory. As an example and test the small energy scale and many-body resonance of the Kondo problem are reproduced analytically.
For the present a conventional perturbation theory around the atomic limit of Anderson or Hubbard models, based on Feynman diagrams is defeated by the ionic interaction Hamiltonian that has to be dealt with. In`slave boson' techniques Wick's theorem is recovered via auxiliary particles, but for the price of a constraint 1, 2] to be maintained. It leads, if taken strictly 3] , to the unconventional time ordered perturbation theory 4, 5, 6] . Other approaches 7] start from commutation relations of Hubbard operators 8, 5] and aim at an adequate`Wick's theorem', which appears as a recurrance relation and does not provide with strict diagram rules 9] . It will be demonstrated in the follow- diagram of order V 2n consists of n simple hybridization vertices (Fig. 1 right) and n twoparticle vertices (Fig. 1 left) . These are linked by bare conduction electrons G 0 k; (i! l ) = 1= i! l " k ] , (full lines) and bare`unprojected' f-propa- loops emerging in Fig. 2 from contracting three of the four external time labels of (2) , contain the overall sign and cancel the prefactor's denominator; in a trivial way in the one-particle part (Fig. 2 , rst term) leaving only a single fully renormalized`unprojected' Green's function e G (dashed double line) times the spectral weight factor. The spin restriction at vertices Fig. 1 (left) neither permits internal spin sums nor exchange parts 12] to appear.
As a test case for the perturbation scheme formulated above, 'to see how it works', some important results of the Kondo problem are now rederived by analytical calculation: As might be expected, a mean-eld (MF) theory based on a neglect of the irreducible vertex function 12] 2 C (Fig. 2 , second term) and on a self-consistent treatment of e G(i! l ) keeping only its lowest order (spin degenerate) skeleton self energy (see At small energies f is most in uenced by the (pp)-channel which introduces the spin-ip scattering, the constant background due to the (ph)-channel has been left out here. Our result compares very well with analytical treatments in direct perturbation theory based on non-self-consistent resummation 16, 17] : By setting <X 00 + X > 1 N = 1 2 the spectrum of 18] is exactly reproduced.
The discussion above reveals clearly that it is not too di cult to set up an expansion of Green's functions in V around the atomic limit by Feynman diagrams based on Wick's theorem, with no need of`slave' particles. Also, as a rst test, it has been shown that simple resummations can be treated analytically and lead to correct results in the Kondo limit of the Anderson model. Among other questions to be tackled in the future, like improved selfconsistent approximations, the study of lattice models could be an interesting eld of application for the new approach 19] .
